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1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to outline a tentative and simple solution to building
multicast trees for live video streaming. This problem is challenging as one
needs to:
• Maximize the total utilization of upload bandwidth
• Minimize latency
• Dynamically reconfigure the trees during network dynamism
The first requirement stresses that the solution needs to ensure that the
actual available upload bandwidth at each node should be utilized as much as
possible. Any solution must, therefore, adapt to the given upload bandwidth of
the individual nodes. This implies that even nodes with petty upload bandwidth
should be utilized (see Section 2.5 on multiple streams).
The second requirement puts focus on latencies between the actual nodes. It
also implies that the depth of the multicast trees should be shallow to minimize
latencies (this is at least true given identical node latencies).
Finally, the solution should continuously reconfigure the system, as there
will always exist some network dynamism. By network dynamism we refer to i)
nodes joining/leaving/failing, or ii) network capacity changing due to network
congestion etc.
1.1 Outline
Section 2 outlines the basic centralized solution. It will also discuss how multiple
streams, using MDC or layering, can be used to build multiple trees. Finally,
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Section 3 hints how the centralized elements can be distributed to make the
solution scale.
2 ForestCast
Nodes can have three roles:
• source – the node which has the video to be streamed
• server – central server that constructs the trees
• peer – a node (customer) which downloads and/or uploads the stream
The server will have complete information about every peer. Each time a
peer joins the system, it will contact the server and provide it with its own band-
width (up/download) capacity. The server will also approximate the latency of
the peer, e.g. it can use synthetic coordinates [1] to approximate the joining
peer’s latency. The server will inductively construct trees, which it maintains
as peers join, leave, and fail.
Multicast Trees The existing multicast trees will only consist of peers. Hence,
we assume that the root of a tree receives its video stream from the source, which
is not part of any multicast tree. We assume that the video stream has a min-
imum bandwidth requirement, M . If a peer i has total bandwidth Bi, we say
that peer i has
⌊
Bi
M
⌋
slots available. Nodes that have zero slots available are
referred to as closed, while nodes with more than zero slots are referred to as
open. Certain peers might always be closed, as their number of available slots is
always zero. We refer to such nodes are clients, since they can only download,
and not upload. Hence, the server knows at all times the shape of all the trees,
as well as number of slots available at each peer, and the latency to each peer.
We assume that all peers have at least M download bandwidth, such that they
can receive the live stream. Nodes that have less than M download bandwidth
are simply excluded from ForestCast, as they do not have sufficient download
capacity to view the live stream. Furthermore, if there are no open peers in
any tree, the server will start a new separate tree, which is feeded by the source
directly.
Latencies. Peers can measure their latency to other peers. We denote the
latency between i and j by l(i, j). The total latency of a peer is TL(i) =
l(i, j) + TL(j), where j is i’s parent in the tree, in which it participates. The
peer that is the root, r, of a tree has TL(r) = l(r, source). The server knows
the total latency at each peer. This information is updated each time a tree
changes.
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2.1 Join Procedure
It is the job of the server to decide from which node a joining peer should
receive its live stream. This decision will be based on the existing trees and the
information (e.g. total latency and open slots) about the joining peer. How this
decision is taken, will determine the efficiency of the system. We provide some
basic approaches, which we believe can later be improved.
Breadth First Positioning. In breadth first positioning, the server makes
a list of all open peers in all the trees. From that list, the server picks those
peers that are positioned lowest in the multicast trees (a root is at depth 0).
From the remaining list of peer, the server can pick peers to either minimize
latency, or to increase reliability. To minimize latency, the server picks the peer
with the lowest total latency, and lets the joining peer become that node’s child.
The increase reliability, the server picks the peer with fewest children, and lets
the joining peer become that peer’s child. Hence, reliability is increased, as
“super-peers” are avoided so that the failure of a single node will result in few
children becoming orphans. The breadth first positioning attempts to keep the
depth of the trees low, thus minimizing the total latency of the peers.
Fair Positioning. An alternative approach would be to first determine whether
the joining peer is a client or not. If the joining node is not a client, it is placed
according to breadth first positioning. If the joining node is a client, it should
be placed in the highest depth, i.e. become the child of the open leaf with low-
est latency. This approach is more “fair”, as nodes that cannot contribute are
placed deep down in the tree, while non-clients are placed such as to minimize
the depth of the tree.
A similar approach is to let the joining peer’s available slots determine its
position in the tree. Hence, peer’s with many open slots would tend to end up
near the root of a tree.
Greedy Positioning. In greedy positioning, the server tries to give the join-
ing node the best possible latency. This is achieved by letting the new node
become the child of the node with lowest total latency. Note that this could
be hard to achieve, as the latency between the joining peer an the other peers
varies. Synthetic coordinates could be used as an approximation. Alternatively,
the server could pick a small subset of candidate peers, which the joining node
can measure its latency to.
2.2 Leave Procedure
Graceful leaves are always signaled by the leaving peer to the server. A leaf
can leave the system as soon as it has signaled its departure to the server.
As it comes to peers, the most simple approach to deal with leaves is for the
server to let the leaving node’s children rejoin the tree. Since the server has full
information about the tree, it can ensure that the children do not rejoin at a
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node that happens to be a descendant of the leaving node. After the children
have rejoined the tree and a handover has been done, the leaving peer will be a
leaf in the tree, and can thus leave the network.
The above described method to deal with leaves can be fine-tuned. For
example, whenever a node requests to leave, the server attempts to determine
whether the leaving peer has a child which has enough slots to feed the rest of
the leaving peer’s children. If so, the leaving node is essentially “replaced” with
one of its children, which then feeds the other children. If no such powerful child
exists, the more generic method of rejoins can be used.
Note that peers usually have ample download bandwidth, which is under-
utilized. Whenever a peer is rejoining, it could make use of that by receiving
the same stream in parallel from its current parent, and its new parent. Only
when the new parent is providing the stream, the peer can disconnect from its
previous parent.
2.3 Failure Handling
The system needs to ensure that a fail-over is transparently done whenever a
node fails. We describe to basic approaches. In the naive case, the children of
a failing node rejoin the tree as described in the case for graceful leaves. Note
that we assume that the server signals to its children whenever it is lagging and
has no more data to send to its children. Thus, we assume that a child can
distinguish between the failure of its parent, and the case where its parent is
alive, but has no data to pass on.
To facilitate transparent fail-overs, the server could upon the join of a peer
always assign to it a backup parent. This could be the joining peer’s parent’s
parent, or some other peer using any of the approaches described in the join
procedure. Hence, as soon a failure occurs, the children of the failed peer can
quickly reconnect to their backup parents. For this approach to work, the server
needs to ensure that there are enough slots in the backup parents of any set of
siblings. Thus, if a peer fails, its children can be sure that they can fail-over to
their backup parent without risking that the backup parent runs out of open
slots.
2.4 Dynamically Reconfiguring the Trees
The idea of rejoins, which was used for leaves and failures, can be used at
any time to optimize the current multicast tree. For example, the server could
occasionally pick the node with the lowest total latency and let it rejoin a tree.
Similarly, the server could re-arrange peers, e.g. moving a peer up in the tree,
which would automatically also move that peer’s subtree. The server could also
destroy a tree by letting its nodes join other existing trees.
Yet another approach is to create a new tree from scratch for optimization
purposes. The server then picks high bandwidth nodes and lets them join a new
tree. This could be desirable if some trees have have a high depth due to the
absence of peers with high upload capacity. If later high capacity nodes join,
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these nodes could be moved to a new tree to recreate a tree that has a lower
depth.
The server could decide to always create a new tree whenever the depth of
the existing trees reaches a certain threshold, or if the total latency of all open
peers reaches a certain threshold.
Finally, the way this problem has been described in the beginning of this
paper makes it clear that it is an optimization problem. Hence, the goal is
to maximize bandwidth utilization, and minimize latency. This can be solved
using local search or constraint programming. If the server is periodically re-
optimizing the tree, it is important that the new tree, which is the solution
to the optimization problem, is not too different from the previous tree. It is
therefore desirable to add the previous state of the trees as a parameter to the
optimization problem, and add minimization of the cost of reconfiguration as a
requirement of the solution.
2.5 Dealing with Multiple Streams
So far we have assumed a single-stream, requiring M bandwidth. It is however
possible to split a single-stream into multiple, using some form of data partition-
ing. In this section, we first discuss two different ways to do data partitioning,
and thereafter discuss how this can be used to build separate trees for every
stream.
2.5.1 Data Partitioning
We focus our attention to two forms of data partitioning: Multiple-Description
Coding (MDC) [2] and Layered Coding [3]. Single-streams provide two levels of
quality of service (QoS): everything or nothing. Multiple-streams, such as MDC
or Layered Coding, on the other hand, provide several levels of QoS, which can
be chosen depending on the current state of the system (available bandwidth,
congestion etc.).
The advantage of MDC is that every received stream (referred to as descrip-
tor) guarantees some quality increase. Layered coding, however, does not give
such guarantees. Instead, a specific descriptor, which we refer to as descriptor
0, provides the lowest level of quality. For the next level of quality, descriptor 0
and another specific descriptor, which we refer to as descriptor 1, is necessary,
etc. Hence, if a node does not have descriptor 0, it cannot view the stream.
Thus, a node will receive QoS level i (i ≥ 1) if and only if it has received all
the descriptors in the range 0, · · · , i− 1, but not descriptor i. Otherwise, it will
receive level 0, which implies that it cannot decode the stream. This disadvan-
tage might be bearable, given that MDC codecs and implementations are not
widely available.
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2.5.2 Descriptor Trees
This section motivates the use of multiple trees, one for each descriptor of the
partitioned stream. We advocate the basic idea promoted by SplitStream [4].
The technical solution proposed by SplitStream is intricate and has some disad-
vantages. We therefore believe that its main contribution is sometimes belittled.
We first describe their contribution, and thereafter show how it can be incorpo-
rated into ForestCast.
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Figure 1: A single stream vs. multiple streams. Black circles indicate closed
peers, while white circles represent open peers.
Aside from the intrinsic advantages of using multiple streams, there is a great
advantage of using one multicast tree for every descriptor (from now on descrip-
tor trees). Using descriptor trees allows for better bandwidth utilization. The
following simple example will exemplify this. Assume 10 peers desire to watch
a live stream. Each peer has a 900 Kbit/sec upload capacity, and 1000 Kbit/sec
download capacity. Furthermore, assume that a node needs 1000 Kbit/sec to
see the live stream, i.e. M = 1000. For this set of peers, there exists no mul-
ticast tree, since no single peer has enough slots to upload to any other peer.
In other words, a peer–to–peer solution does not exist. Using multiple streams,
the stream could be split into 10 descriptors. Hence, downloading a descriptor
would require 100 Kbit/sec (M = 100). It is now possible to construct 10 de-
scriptor trees, each one having a different root peer, which has all 9 other peers
as its children, to which it uploads its descriptor. Each peer thus downloads
10·M = 1000 Kbit/sec, and uploads 9·M = 900 Kbit/sec. This is illustrated in
Figure 1b. If instead each peer would have 1000 Kbit/sec upload capacity, and
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1000 Kbit/sec download capacity, it would be possible to construct a peer–to–
peer solution for the single-stream case. Nevertheless, the resulting tree would
have to be a chain, with each peer having a single child, making it a tree with
a high depth (see Figure 1a), which makes it undesirable.
The technical solution proposed in SplitStream attempts to built perfect
trees, which ignore the actual number of slots available at each peer. Hence,
they advocate building multiple trees, which have a high fanout, resulting in
low depth. This, however, has the disadvantage that a large majority of the
nodes in a tree will be leafs. This is solved by having multiple descriptor trees
and by following the principle of interior node disjoint trees, which ensures that
each node is an interior node in one tree, and a leaf in the rest of the trees. This
ignores the current upload bandwidth available at the peers, and is difficult to
maintain as peers join, leave, and fail.
Descriptor Trees in ForestCast. The server in ForestCast maintains k
different sets of trees, one for each descriptor. Our previous usage of the number
of available slots M should be changed changed to the bandwidth required to
receive a single descriptor, i.e. the number of open slots increases with a factor
of k. In our single stream solution, a peer joined a single tree. In the multiple
stream solution, each peer joins k descriptor trees. A peer which has f slots
free for upload will have f slots free in each of the trees in which it participates.
The server, however, chooses how to assign joining peers to existing peers. For
example, it may choose to prioritize descriptor 0, and reject requests to higher
descriptors if the total amount of upload slots available is meager. This would
be particularly useful in the case of Layered Coding, as lower descriptors have
higher value.
The ForestCast solution to multiple streams has the advantage of being
flexible. For example, if a single peer has many upload slots available, it can
be an interior node in several descriptor trees. Furthermore, a single peer can
have a very high fanout if it has much available upload bandwidth. This is
not possible in the original SplitStream solution. Note that all the ForestCast
mechanisms described for a single stream can be applied to the multiple stream
scenario.
3 Decentralized Solution
ForestCast has up to now relied on a central server. Since only control messages
are passed to and from the central server, such a solution should suffice for
a commercial solution. We see no intrinsic value in decentralizing the central
server. Note also that almost all operations can be parallelized. It is only
required that changes to the trees, which will just be a data structure, are done
atomically. Nevertheless, we hint at how the central server can be decentralized
to increase scalability.
The central server can be replaced by a cluster of servers. The trees in the
system are partitioned such that every server takes responsibility for one set of
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trees. The partitioning can be done along the descriptors, if multiple streams
are used, or just randomly. Regardless of how the partitioning is done, the
mapping of trees to servers can be done using consistent hashing [5]. According
to this scheme, each server picks an identifier in a circular identifier space, and
the trees are mapped to the same space. Each server is then responsible for the
trees that have an identifier between the predecessor of the server and itself. The
servers have routing tables, maintaining routing pointers to all other servers on
the ring. The advantage of this approach is that servers can be removed and
added without the responsibility of trees changing too much. Each server can
also maintain a snapshot of the state of the other servers, or some statistical
information about the other servers (number of free slots, size of tree, depth
etc.). This information can be updated periodically. When a node joins, it can
contact any of the servers, which then forwards the request to whichever server
which has trees with maximum number of available slots.
4 Conclusion
We have presented a flexible and centralized solution to building a forest of
trees. We have described a number of heuristic strategies to handle joins. We
have described how leaves can be handled through rejoins. To enable fail-overs,
we have described a scheme where the server gives each peer a backup parent
such that it is guaranteed that the failure of any peer can be handled. We have
also described how this can be efficiently coupled with multiple streaming to
allow for better bandwidth utilization. Finally, we showed how the centralized
solution can be decentralized.
Advantages. The provided scheme has three main advantages.
• Security. It is difficult for peers to hack ForestCast as all decisions are
taken by the central server. A peer just follows the server’s orders about
where it should download its stream. It is also possible to use a PKI
scheme, where a peer can verify whether it should give its stream to an-
other peer.
• Flexibility. As the server has complete information about the state of all
trees, it can optimize the number and shape of trees based on any metric,
e.g. total latency, bandwidth utilization, robustness against failures etc.
• Dumb clients. The client software, running on the peers, contains lit-
tle intelligence. Hence, it will be simple and can therefore be adapted
for various OS and environments. Furthermore, most updates will be to
the server infrastructure. A decentralized solution would need software
updates to be applied to all peers around the world.
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